Quantifying localized deformation in the target reservoir formations is of importance for the drilling and production of hydrocarbons. Our recent efforts have been primarily focused on generating seismic geometric attributes (discontinuity, curvature, and flexure) and applying them for qualitative description of fractured reservoirs. This study presents a new method for quantitative strain analysis based on reflection geometry from 3D seismic data, and the generated tensor could help quantify both normal strain and shear strain of reservoir formations. We apply the method to one of the major fractured reservoirs at Teapot Dome (Wyoming) that is known to be caused by bending and shearing of the reservoir formation. The results not only help differentiate shear deformation from contractional and extensional ones, but also demonstrate a good correlation between producing wells and high-strain zones. The example indicates the potential of the technology for more robust and quantitative characterization of fractured reservoirs.
Introduction
Characterizing subsurface structural deformation from three-dimensional (3D) seismic data is one of the most significant tasks in hydrocarbon exploration and production. Various seismic discontinuity attributes have been well developed and widely used for detecting faults/fractures in the subsurface (e.g., Bahorich and Farmer, 1995; Luo et al., 1996; Marfurt et al., 1998; Di and Gao, 2014a) ; however, the discontinuity attributes are basically qualitative and cannot differentiate shear deformation from extensional and contractional ones, which is a major limitation for evaluating fluid migration potential, leakage risk, and reservoir mechanical properties vital to successful hydrocarbon exploration and production. Many authors proposed using curvature and flexure to predict deformational intensity and to differentiating fracture mode (e.g., Lisle, 1994; ; Roberts, 2001; AlDossary and Marfurt, 2006; Gao, 2013; Di and Gao, 2014b , 2014c , 2014d Gao and Di, 2015) ; however, no quantitative relationship has been developed between geometric attributes and finite strain. Starr (2014) proposed using a modified curvature analysis for quantifying deformation intensity with the Marcellus shale; however, the method is a two-dimensional averaging method that provides little information for instantaneous strain as a 3D tensor. This paper presents a new method for quantitative strain analysis based on reflection geometry from 3D seismic data. First, we fit a 7-grid octahedron to seismic data and generate a 3x3 strain tensor at each and every sample location. Then various strain attributes could be evaluated from the tensor, such as volume dilatation and vertical shearing. Finally we apply our proposed method to the seismic survey from Teapot Dome in Wyoming, and find a good correlation between the producing wells and the strongly-strained zones in the Tensleep reservoir.
Strain tensor
Strain is a description of deformation in terms of relative displacement of particles in a body. For 1D deformation, Cauchy strain ( ) and stretch ratio ( ) are the most popular terms used for strain definition. Considering a bar with 0 as its original length (Figure 1) , it is stretched after loading an extensional force P parallel to the bar, and the strain relationship is
where and denote Cauchy strain and stretch ratio, respectively. 0 denotes the original length before deformation. Δ denotes the amount of change in length after deformation.
When turning to 3D space, particle could move along any direction, from being parallel to a defined plane to being perpendicular to the plane, which cannot be described using the one-dimensional Cauchy strain or stretch ratio (Equation 1). Then a 3x3 tensor ̅ (Equation 2) becomes popular for 3D strain analysis, which consists of components along three principle directions. Specifically, as shown in Figure 2 , the 3 orthogonal components represent the normal strain, which is perpendicular to the plane and evaluates the amount of change in bulk after Reflection geometry-based strain analysis deformation. The other 6 components represent the shear strain, which is parallel to the plane and evaluates the amount of change in shape after deformation. Here, we follow the sign convention used in engineering mechanism, with positive normal strain representing extensional deformation and positive shear strain clockwise rotation.
Methodology
For strain analysis from 3D seismic data, we consider an infinitesimal octahedron with the target sample (red dot) in the center and 6 surrounding samples (black dots) along inline (x-), crossline (y-), and depth (z-) directions ( Figure  3 ). The advantage of using an octahedron over the traditional hexahedron is that, the intersection by cutting the octahedron through the target sample O along the three principle directions is a diamond, which is most convenient for strain analysis.
Take the x-z plane as an example (Figure 4 ). Before being loaded with stress, we assume that the 5 samples within the diamond are equally spaced, and the shape should not vary if all of them move along the same direction at the same rate. In most cases, however, relative displacement often occurs due to inconsistent moving direction and/or rate, which leads to the changes in bulk and shape, often evaluated as normal strain and shear strain. Here we evaluate such inconsistence by tracking the first-order variation of reflection geometry associated with reflector dip (Equation 3). 
where and denote the displacement along x-and zdirection, respectively, and is the x-spacing. Physically, great difference in the dip at sample A-O-B indicates large relative sample displacement as well as strong strain, and Equation 4 is then developed for computing the associated normal strain and shear strain . 
Reflection geometry-based strain analysis
By repeating the analysis for the x-y and y-z planes, the 3x3 strain tensor is readily evaluated to compute volume dilatation (Equation 6 ) and vertical shearing (Equation 7).
Results
To illustrate the added value of the generated 3D strain tensor, volume dilatation and lateral shear strain on characterizing structural deformation, we apply our new method to the 3D seismic dataset from Teapot Dome in Wyoming, which is a fractured tight-sand reservoir created by west-vergent thrusting and folding. Figure 5 shows the horizon at the top of Tensleep formation (a) and its corresponding discontinuity (b), which demonstrate the regional northwest-trending anticline and the cross-regional northeast-trending faults. Then the regular amplitude volume is processed for strain analysis and the results are displayed along the same horizon.
Volume dilatation (Figure 6a ) demonstrates contraction and extension. Specifically, contractional deformation is associated with the northwest-trending upthrust to the west of the anticline, whereas extensional deformation is over the regions of fold hinge loaded with tensile stress induced by anticlinal bending. The former could help develop closed fractures as effective traps for hydrocarbons, while the latter could help develop open fractures as hydrocarbon reservoirs (Gao, 2013; Gao and Di, 2015) . Vertical shearing (Figure 6b ) demonstrates enhanced shearing particularly along the northeast-trending transfer faults (Gao, 2013; Gao and Di, 2015) . These are consistent with previous interpretations based on curvature and flexure analysis.
Finally, we collect the wells drilled in this area, and Figure  7 shows the 28 producing wells on the strain images. In general, there is a good correlation between the stronglystrained zones in the reservoir and the productive wells. More detailed cross correlation and validation remain to be performed between finite strain attributes and porosity of the fractured reservoir in which the dip change are known to be caused by bending and shearing of reservoir formation rather than rigid body rotation.
Conclusions
Characterizing subsurface deformation is important to the exploration, drilling and production of hydrocarbons from reservoirs, and it could be quantified by seismic strain analysis based on reflection geometry that is known to be caused by bending and shearing rather than by rigid rotation of reservoir formations. This study presents a new method for constructing strain tensor at each and every sample within a 3D seismic volume. The added value of our method is shown through application to a fractured reservoir from Teapot Dome in Wyoming, and there seems a good correlation between the strongly-strained reservoir formation and producing wells.
